More: Flexibility
Options

Less: Cost

Captiv8™
by MARSH

Designability meets affordability with Captiv8 technology.

More than ever, a smart way to get the look of paint for less.

Plus more endurability and sellability than you ever knew.

There’s more
to Captiv8™ than
good looks.
A more-than-meets-the-eye
alternative to paint.

The painted look is in. And more and
more, you’re looking for a fuss-free
way to achieve the painted Shaker
cabinet style at price points that fit
the budget.
Captiv8™ is a highly engineered
laminate with the beauty of paint.
It feels smooth like painted wood.
But once you know more, you’ll see
how different it is.
This is not the laminate of the past.

Our extremely consistent, durable Captiv8
technology encapsulates every door and
drawer front component.
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This is advanced, state-of-the-art
technology. Proven in countless
American homes. Decades of
developments in high-pressure
coating technology led us to
partner with the leading paper and
lamination suppliers in the world.
And invest in our own state-of-theart door building process at Marsh.
To bring great style and performance
to any homeowner.

Made with consistency and care
by Marsh artisans.
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Material Prep

Wrapping & Adhering

German-engineered paper laminate is infused
with acrylic to bind the fibers together. A
durable topcoat is applied 2X to seal and
provide scratch and wear resistance.

Topcoated paper is cut to size, and wrapped
around individual, moisture-stable MDF
boards. Long-lasting adhesion is achieved
with glue, heat and pressure rolling.
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Finishing Components

Assembly

Wrapped MDF boards are cut to size into
stiles, rails, inserts, and drawer fronts. Dowels
are inserted and edge-banding is applied to
fully encapsulate all cabinet components.

Parts are assembled into cabinet doors and
drawer fronts by the same artisans who
make Marsh paintable hardwood products.
Components are glued and clamped, and a
new Captiv8 cabinet is close to completion!

Get creative
with Captiv8.
Step the price down.
Step up the versatility.

Captiv8 is an ideal choice for the
kitchen, laundry, bathrooms and
more—as your lower-cost alternative
to the painted look.
Captiv8 is available in both our
Elements and Marsh Cabinets product
lines—opening up the full range of
options to make designing easier.

Made in two different overlays.
In high-demand finishes, with more
to come. Giving you the freedom to
create exactly what you want, at the
price you need.

Captiv8 now includes thousands of
SKUS for complete designability, with
the full complement of matching
cabinets available across the Marsh
line. Create most-wanted painted
looks without the paint upcharge. And
without giving up the flexibility you need.
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DESIGNABILITY

Do it all with less.
Create the dream kitchen.
For everybody.

Captiv8 is priced to satisfy entry-level
home buyers, second-home owners,
downsizers, remodelers, and anyone
who just wants to economize where
they can. They’ll love knowing that a
lower budget doesn’t mean style goes
out the window. Not anymore.

A budget-minded kitchen doesn’t have
to look that way. From one inspiration,
design a similar dream kitchen across
a full range of budgets. It’s up to you.
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AFFORDABILITY

Enjoy Captiv8
performance.
Create virtually maintenancefree living.

Captiv8 has unique performance
benefits. So good, we created our
own word, “endurability.” It’s a
workhorse for the kitchen, laundry,
bathrooms, utility room, home
office… because it’s so easy to keep
it looking beautiful. Fingerprints,
messes, pets, and kids? Not an issue.
Making it a perfect alternative for
busy families who love the look of
painted cabinetry. But need a little
more durability.

• Smooth, easy-to-clean finish,
virtually maintenance free
• Satiny touch that’s scratch and
wear resistant
• Fully wrapped, encapsulated
application for seamless, troublefree edges
• Dimensionally-stable wood
composite to minimize contraction
and expansion
• Strong joinery construction that will
stand up to long use
• All materials and workmanship
warrantied by Marsh Furniture
Company

Captiv8 meets tough
industry standards—
certified by the Kitchen
Cabinet Manufacturers
Association (KCMA). To
achieve certification,
Captiv8 cabinets are
tested for general
construction, structural
integrity, and long-term
performance, including
stain resistance and
rigorous heat testing.

Captiv8

Paintable Hardwood

ENDURABILITY

How to wrap it up.
Eight reasons to recommend Captiv8.
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The designability of painted
cabinets, the durability of a
high-tech finish

Affordable style
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Failsafe construction
Five-piece, encapsulated
application to ensure
long-lasting adhesion

Captivating appearance
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Carefree finish
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Fully wrapped components,
smooth, paint-like touch
and seamless edges

Smooth, easy-to-clean, and
virtually maintenance-free

Dimensionally-stable MDF
wrapped in an 80-gram,
highly engineered,
European coating
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Scratch resistance
Double topcoat for
2x durability against
scratches and surface
wear, and superior water
hold-out
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Proven technology
Engineered to outperform
foil and vinyl wrapped
solutions, no plastic or
vinyl feel

SELLABILITY

Durable materials
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Advanced performance
Complies with KCMA
standards for construction,
durability, stains, and heat

More than ever…
Captiv8 your customers.
Give them more for their money.
And take your recommendations
beyond style. Use Captiv8 to open
up this huge opportunity for dealers
and designers:
• More margin

Take the next step.
Ask your Marsh rep for more
information on Captiv8. Can’t wait
to get started? View all the Captiv8
options on our Style Selector:

• More profitability
• More satisfied customers
• No upcharge for painted wood
• No cutting corners to make
higher-priced products work

www.marshcabinets.com

Marsh Furniture Company
P.O. Box 870
1001 S. Centennial St.
High Point NC 27261
1.800.756.2774

MADE IN THE USA
Proudly serving the
Eastern U.S.
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